We construct continuous linear operators without non-trivial invariant subspaces on several classical non-Banach spaces of analysis: the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions, the space of smooth functions on a compact smooth manifold, the space of holomorphic functions on the unit disc or on an arbitrary polydisc, the space of entire functions on C d for d 2. As these are reflexive spaces, the result gives an analogous statement for the dual spaces, e.g. the space of tempered distributions. The construction works with Köthe sequence spaces and is based on methods developed by Read to construct his famous example on the space l 1 .
Introduction
Existence of non-trivial invariant subspaces for operators on finite dimensional spaces is a simple consequence of the fundamental theorem of algebra, but operators on infinite dimensional spaces pose a much more difficult problem.
The question of existence of non-trivial invariant subspace for continuous operators on the Hilbert space l 2 was posed by von Neumann in the 1930s, who gave an affirmative answer for E-mail address: golinski@amu.edu.pl. 1 The author is supported by National Science Centre (Poland) grant No. N N201 605340. compact operators, this result was never published. Later many mathematicians have found invariant subspaces for some classes of Hilbert space operators -see [5, 3] .
First example of an operator an a Banach space without non-trivial invariant subspaces was given by Enflo in the late 1970s, construction published much later in [4] . Subsequent counterexamples in this direction were given by Read in [9] . Both examples concern artificial, ad-hoc constructed spaces. Later Read refined his method and proved, that an operator with a much stronger property -not having non-trivial invariant subsets -can be constructed on a large class of (non-reflexive) Banach spaces, including the space l 1 , see [11] . Further development byŚliwa made it possible to find explicit sequences which give rise to operators without non-trivial invariant subspaces on the space l 1 and to construct such operators on some non-archimedean Banach spaces, see [13, 14] .
In the meantime, in 1983 Atzmon, using different ideas, constructed an operator without invariant subspaces on some (once again artificial) nuclear Fréchet space -see [1] .
In this paper, using the ideas from the papers of Read, we construct continuous linear operators without non-trivial invariant subspaces on a range of Köthe spaces λ 1 (A), including many classical power series spaces (see Theorem 1 and Corollaries 3, 4) .
One of the most interesting examples of the spaces in question is the space s of rapidly decreasing sequences which plays an important role in the structural theory of nuclear spaces.
Many classical nuclear Fréchet function spaces can be represented as Köthe sequence spaces (see [12, 7] ) and in most cases these representations satisfy assumptions of our Theorem 1. A list is given in Section 3. Let us emphasise, that contrary to Atzmon's construction, our construction gives rise to operators without non-trivial invariant subspaces on natural nuclear Fréchet spaces.
One of the intriguing exceptions is the space H (C) of entire functions in one complex variable, for which we do not know if such an operator exists.
As these spaces are reflexive, we also get operators without non-trivial invariant subspaces on corresponding (DF)-spaces.
The proof is modelled after Read's proof as exposed in the last chapter of the book [2] , including most notations and the basic lemma. Our construction is entirely self-contained, nevertheless reading the book will probably provide more insight into the workings of the, admittedly quite complicated at first sight, proof.
Main result
We begin with some notation. We will denote by K the scalar field (C or R). For convenience, we set N = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} and
Let us recall the definition of a Köthe sequence space λ 1 (A) (see [7, Ch. 27] 
Given a Köthe matrix
∀N ∈ N + the sequence (A N,j ) j tends monotonically to +∞.
Then there exists a continuous linear operator T : λ 1 (A) → λ 1 (A) with no non-trivial invariant subspaces.
The main part of this paper consists of the proof of this theorem, but first we collect some corollaries.
Corollaries
The following result is well known. [7, 27.16, 28.16] .) Let A be a Köthe matrix, then the following are equivalent:
Proposition 2. (See
a) λ p (A) is nuclear for some p ∈ [1, ∞); b) there are p, r ∈ [1, ∞), p = r such that λ p (A) = λ r (A) as vector spaces; c) λ p (A) = λ r (A) as Fréchet spaces for all p, r ∈ [1, ∞); d) for each N ∈ N + there exists a K ∈ N + such that ∞ j =0 A N,j A K,j < ∞.
Power series spaces
Let α = (α j ) ∞ j =0 be a sequence tending monotonically to +∞. For r ∈ R ∪ {∞} we put
< ∞ for all t < r .
, where (t N ) is a strictly increasing sequence tending to r. It can be shown (see [7, 29.3] ) that:
• for any sequences α, β and any r ∈ R, Λ r (α) = Λ ∞ (β);
• for any sequence α and any
Hence there are only two essentially distinct cases. Proof. By [7, 29.6] we get that Λ 1 (α) is nuclear, so by Proposition 2
The matrix [e By Corollary 3, the following power series spaces admit an operator without non-trivial invariant subspaces: a) Take α j = j . The space Λ 1 (j ) is isomorphic to the space H (D) of holomorphic functions on the unit disc (see [7, 29.4] [7, 29.5.4 
];
• the space D K of smooth functions with their support contained in a compact set K ⊂ R n , when K has a nonempty interior -see [16] ; • the space C ∞ (K) for each compact C ∞ -manifold K -see [16] ;
• the space of all entire Dirichlet series, i.e. space of sequences (a n ) such that the series ∞ n=0 a n n z is convergent for any z ∈ C -see [12, 8.4.1] .
An important omission from this list is the space H (C) ∼ = Λ ∞ (j ). See Remark 23 below for further information. Proof. With the usual identification in mind, we have that T = T . It is easy to check that if M is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T , then M ⊥ is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T . This yields our claim. 2
Dual spaces

Corollary 6. On the following spaces there exists a continuous linear operator without nontrivial invariant subspaces:
a) the space s , which is isomorphic, in particular, to:
• the space S (R n ) of tempered distributions; 
Notations
Throughout we will denote by c 00 the space of all finite sequences -a linear subspace of K N . Canonical basis of c 00 will be denoted by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , . . .) and E n = span{e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n }.
For a linear basis γ = (γ 0 , γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) of E n and
The following simple observation will be important for us:
Proposition 8. Let E be a linear topological space and let T : E → E be a continuous linear operator. Let y be a cyclic vector with respect to T . Then for every vector
x ∈ E, if y ∈ span{x, T x, T 2 x, .
. .}, then x is also cyclic with respect to T .
Proof. Take any element z ∈ E and any neighbourhood U of z. Since y is cyclic, for some polynomial P we have that P (T )y ∈ U . However, P (T ) is also a continuous operator, so for some neighbourhood V of y we have that
Further on, for a polynomial P ∈ K[t] with P (t) = l∈M p l t l , M ⊆ N, we will write shortly that sc P ⊆ M (sc stands for the 'support of the sequence of coefficients') and |P | = l∈M |p l |.
The matrix
First, we show that we can get much better properties of the matrix A in Theorem 1 without changing the space λ 1 (A).
Lemma 9. If a Köthe matrix
B = [B N,j ] N ∈N + ,j ∈N of positive numbers satisfies ∃M ∀N ∈ N + lim sup j →∞ B N,j+1 B N,j M,(4)∀N ∈ N + lim j →∞ B N,j B N +1,j = 0,(5)∀N ∈ N + sequence (B N,j ) j tends monotonically to +∞,(6)
then there exist a Köthe matrix
and a number Q > 1 such that
and the sequence of the unit balls This can be done by (6) , (4) and (5), respectively. We define (8), (10) and, since Q > M, (4) implies (11) . For any h 0 we have that
which shows (9) . By the choice of k N , we have that We will show that the formal identity
is an isomorphism. We have, by the monotonicity of (B N,j ) j , that
Similarly, by (4),
From now on, we fix a Köthe matrix A satisfying the claims of Lemma 9 and a sequence of l 1 -norms with respect to this matrix, i.e. further on
Remark 10. In the sequel we will give hints when we are using conditions in Lemma 9 with appropriate numbers, but conditions (7) and (10) will be used sometimes without notice.
Perturbed weighted forward shifts
Let T : c 00 → c 00 be a linear operator. We will call T a perturbed weighted forward shift if
Similarly, a sequence of vectors (γ 0 , γ 1 , . . .) -finite or infinite -will be called a perturbed canonical basis if
Observe that (γ 0 , γ 1 , . . .) is a linear basis of c 00 , moreover, for any n ∈ N the sequence (γ 0 , γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) is a linear basis of E n .
We will work with perturbed weighted forward shifts of a particular type.
Proposition 11. Assume that a linear map
where 
Proof. The claims (i)-(iii) are obvious because the numbers δ j in (12) are all non-zero. The claim (iv) follows easily from (12) .
For perturbed weighted forward shifts we have the following crucial lemma. Its idea can be traced to [10, Lemma 5.1], but our formulation, exposition (and the proof) is an almost verbatim repetition of that in [2, Ch. 12]. We give a complete proof for the convenience of the reader. 
and
for some integer b > a + and some number D > 0, we have that
Proof. Define a linear operator T : E a+ −1 → E a+ −1 by the relation 
For some neighbourhood B z of z in E a+ −1 we have therefore P z T y − e 0 < 2ε e a , for every y ∈ B z .
By the compactness of K we get that for any y ∈ K there is a polynomial P for which
and sc P ⊆ [v, a + ), |P | C for some C > 0. Now let T : c 00 → c 00 be any linear operator satisfying (13) and (14) . 
where
where δ i,j is the Kronecker delta. By the boundedness of K, we can assume (taking larger C if necessary) that
It follows, by (13) , that
However, by (16) and (18), we get that
Taking (15), (19) and (20) into account we get the final conclusion. 2
The operator
In this section we define an operator, which under some conditions, does not have non-trivial invariant subspaces. Motivated by Lemma 12, assume that there are given sequences ( n ), (a n ), (b n ) such that
a sequence (v n ) ⊆ N satisfying v n < a n + n and numbers α j > 0 for j ∈ [ n , a n ) ∪ [a n + n , b n + v n ). Then we define a perturbed weighted forward shift T : c 00 → c 00 by the relation
e j + T j −a n e 0 , if j ∈ [a n , a n + n ),
is a sequence containing any positive integer infinitely many times and Q is the number from Lemma 9. The perturbed weighted forward shift defined by (21) satisfies the following corollary.
Corollary 13. By Proposition 11(v), we get that (21) implies the following:
e a n + e 0 ), if j = a n − 1,
if j ∈ [a n , a n + n − 1), α a n + n A N n ,a n e a n + n − A N n ,a n T n e 0 , if j = a n + n − 1,
, α b n +a n + n e b n +a n + n − Q b n α a n + n e a n + n , if j = b n + a n + n − 1.
By a suitable choice of parameters, we will ensure that T is a continuous linear operator on λ 1 (A) without non-trivial invariant subspaces. The seemingly more complicated Fréchet space structure allows us to avoid the complicated "third step" in the Bayart-Matheron approach and yields a simpler proof. For this reason this proof would not work in a Banach space setting.
As the proof is rather lengthy we give an outline for the convenience of the reader. Let us denote
What we prove, in fact, is, that with a suitable choice of all the parameters:
• the operator T is bounded on each of the spaces l 1,N and can therefore be uniquely extended to, say, T N : l 1,N → l 1,N ; • the vector e 0 is cyclic with respect to T N ;
• if x ∈ l 1,N +1 and x 1 = 1, then there is a polynomial P such that
In the light of Proposition 8, the last condition states that while x is not necessarily cyclic for T N , it has some property in this direction. Observe that because λ 1 (A) = N ∈N + l 1,N and the norms ( · N ) N ∈N + form a fundamental system, this is indeed enough to prove our goal.
Choosing the parameters
Recall that we have already constructed in Lemma 9 a Köthe matrix A satisfying (8)- (11) with some number Q > 1. We will now inductively choose all the necessary parameters for the definition (21).
The guiding principle is, that once the sequence (a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 , . . .) increases sufficiently rapidly, the operator T has no non-trivial invariant subspaces. We discuss what we mean by "sufficiently rapidly" in this section.
Our "unit of work" is the interval [ n , b n + a n + n ). As the construction for consecutive intervals (n 2) is very similar to the first interval [ 1 , b 1 + a 1 + 1 ) we present it in a unified way, indicating the differences where necessary.
Assume now that we have already found all the parameters n−1 , a n−1 , b n−1 , v n−1 with n−1 < a n−1 < a n−1 + n−1 < b n−1 < b n−1 + v n−1 < b n−1 + a n−1 + n−1 and the numbers α j for j ∈ [ n−1 , a n−1 ) ∪ [a n−1 + n−1 , b n−1 + v n−1 ). We will show how to find suitable numbers n , a n , b n , v n and α j for j ∈ [ n , a n ) ∪ [a n + n , b n + v n ). First, put n = b n−1 + a n−1 + n−1 (in the case of the first interval we put 1 = 1).
If n 2, let us choose, by (9), a natural number c n−1 such that
for j c n−1 (22) and c n−1 = n + r n−1 (b n−1 + v n−1 ), for some r n−1 ∈ N. We put c 0 = r 0 = 1 and b 0 = v 0 = 0. We also calculate for n 2:
We put η 0 = s 0 = 1. By (11) and (9), we can choose a natural number a n such that: a n 4 n and 4 divides a n ,
A N n ,a n s n−1 ,
where conditions (26) and (29) can be omitted when n = 1.
We put
Even though the rest of the parameters is not yet fixed, we can define a basis γ n = e 0 , T e 0 , . . . , T a n + n −1 e 0 of E a n + n −1 using the already defined parameters and the definition (21). As γ n is a basis, the linear projection τ n : E a n + n −1 → E a n + n −1
is well defined. We define a compact set K n = x ∈ E a n + n −1 : x 1 1 and τ n x 1 1 2 .
By the definition (32), we have for y ∈ K n that val γ n (y) a n /4. In fact, it is easy to see, that val γ n (K n ) = a n /4. Let us define (in accordance with the symbols used in Lemma 12) v n = a n − val γ n (K n ) = 3a n /4. Now a = a n , = n , K = K n , v = v n and the norm · = · N n fulfil the assumptions of Lemma 12. Let C n = C( γ n , K n , · N n ) be the constant from Lemma 12.
Now, we fix b n to be a natural number such that:
This is possible as A N n ,j +2(a n + n ) increases slower than Q j by (11) and (8).
Finally, we define
Let us gather properties of the numbers α j at the ends of the considered intervals.
Corollary 14. If all the parameters are chosen as described in this section, then we have that
α a n −1
α a n + n (36)
Now we are in position to apply Lemma 12 to the operator T .
Corollary 15.
If all the parameters are chosen as described in this section, then for every y ∈ K n there is a polynomial P with sc P ⊆ [v n , a n + n ) and |P | C n such that
4,
where n ∈ N + and T : c 00 → c 00 is defined in (21).
Proof. By Lemma 12 applied with a = a n , (21), we get that for every y ∈ K n there is a polynomial P with sc P ⊆ [v n , a n + n ) and |P | C n such that
N n 2 e a n N n A N n ,a n + C n Q b n max b n +v n i<b n +a n + n e i N n + max b n +a n + n j b n +2(a n + n −1)
4. 2
Continuity Lemma 16. When all the parameters are chosen in the way specified in Section 8, the operator T given by (21) is continuous with respect to the topology induced on c 00 by λ 1 (A). In fact, for each N ∈ N + the operator T is bounded with respect to the weighted l
Proof. Because of the special form of the weighted l 1 -norms it suffices to show that for any j ∈ N and N ∈ N + T e j N e j N 2Q 4 .
To do that we calculate T e j for various j using Corollary 13. We get that:
(37), (8) Q < 2Q 4 .
• If j ∈ [ n , a n − 1) or j ∈ [a n + n , b n + v n − 1) for some n ∈ N + , then
• If j ∈ [a n , a n + n − 1) or j ∈ [b n + v n , b n + a n + n − 1) for some n ∈ N + , then
< Q < 2Q 4 .
• If j = a n − 1 for some n ∈ N + , then T e a n −1 N e a n −1 N =
e a n + e 0 ) N e a n −1 N A N,a n α a n −1 A N n ,a n A N,a n −1 + A N,0 α a n −1 A N,a n −1 .
By our choice of the parameters, it follows that 1 α a n −1 A N n ,a n A N,a n A N,a n −1 (38), (8) Q, 1 α a n −1 A N,0 A N,a n −1 (38), (10) 1, so T e a n −1 N e a n −1 N Q + 1 < 2Q 4 .
• If j = a n + n − 1 for some n ∈ N + , then T e a n + n −1 N e a n + n −1 N = α a n + n A N n ,a n e a n + n − A N n ,a n T n e 0 N e a n + n −1 N (21) α a n + n A N n ,a n A N,a n + n A N,a n + n −1 + A N n ,a n α n A N, n A N,a n + n −1 .
By our choice of the parameters, it follows that α a n + n A N n ,a n A N,a n + n A N,a n + n −1
A N,a n + n A N,a n + n −1 (35), (8) Q, α n A N n ,a n A N, n A N,a n + n −1 (37), (10) 1, so T e a n + n −1 N e a n + n −1 N Q + 1 < 2Q 4 .
• If j = b n + v n − 1 for some n ∈ N + , then
where T v n = α v n e v n because v n = 3a n 4 ∈ [ n , a n ). By our choice of the parameters, it follows that (8) Q, (10) 1, so T e a n + n −1 N e a n + n −1 N Q + 1 < 2Q 4 .
• If j = b n + a n + n − 1 for some n ∈ N + , then T e b n +a n + n −1 N e b n +a n + n −1 N = α b n +a n + n e b n +a n + n − Q b n α a n + n e a n + n N e b n +a n
By our choice of the parameters, it follows that
(37), (8) Q, Q b n α a n + n A N,a n + n A N,b n +a n + n −1 (39), (10) 1, so T e a n + n −1 N e a n + n −1 N Q + 1 < 2Q 4 . 2
Corollary 17. The operator T given by (21) can be uniquely extended to a continuous linear operator
T : λ 1 (A) → λ 1 (A).
Cyclic vectors
We start this section with some technical preparatory facts and afterwards we show that all the non-zero vectors in λ 1 (A) are cyclic with respect to the operator T defined in (21) and extended to λ 1 (A).
In Section 8 we have defined linear projections τ n : E a n + n −1 → E a n + n −1 -see (32). Given that (e 0 , T e 0 , . . . , T a n + n −1 e 0 ) is a perturbed weighted canonical basis, and, by (25), n a n /4, a straightforward computation using Proposition 11(iv) yields that in the canonical basis τ n is given by the following formula:
if j ∈ ( a n 4 , a n ), −A N n ,a n T j −a n e 0 , if j ∈ [a n , a n + n ).
(43)
In terms of these projections we have also defined compact sets K n -see (33).
Proposition 18. For any n ∈ N + the projection τ n : E a n + n −1 → E a n + n −1 satisfies τ n x 1 x N n +1 .
Proof. Once again, by the special form of weighted l 1 -norms we need to show the claim for x = e j , where j = 0, 1, . . . , a n + n − 1. For j ∈ [0, a n ) we get, by (43), that τ n e j 1 e j 1 e j N n +1 .
For j ∈ [a n , a n + n ) we get by Lemma 16 that
= A N n ,a n T j −a n e 0 1 e j N n +1
A N n ,a n A N n +1,a n 2Q 4 n e 0 1
1. 
where K n k is defined in (33).
Proof. We have that π a n k + n k −1 (y) 1 y 1 1, so we only need to show that
for almost all k. By (43) and Proposition 18, we get that τ n k π a n k + n k −1 (y) 1 = π a n k /4 (y) + τ n k π [a n k ,a n k + n k ) (y) 1 π a n k /4 (y) 1 − τ n k π [a n k ,a n k
Proposition 20. For each n ∈ N + we have for j a n + n that T b n +v n e j N n e j N n +1 2.
Proof. The proof consists of checking all the possible cases for j .
• If j ∈ [a n + n , b n + v n ), then, by Proposition 11(iv) and (21), we get
where the last equality is true as b n + a n + n < b n + v n + j < n+1 + b n + v n . Therefore
α b n +v n +j s n
1.
•
, then, by Proposition 11(iv) and (21),
Observe that 2v n = 3 2 a n (25) a n + n . It follows that
and, by (21), we get
However,
α n+1 s n (37), (29) 1,
α n+1 s n (37), (29) 1, so we get that T b n +v n e j N n e j N n +1 2.
• If j ∈ [ n+1 , c n ) ⊆ [ n+1 , a n ), then, by Proposition 11(iv) and (21), we get that e j = Take any N ∈ N + . We will show that there is a polynomial P with P (T )x − e 0 N 6. Lemma 19 implies that we can find a number n, such that N n = N , y = π a n + n −1 x ∈ K n and π [a n + n ,∞) x N +1 1. By Corollary 15, we get a polynomial P with |P | C n and sc P ⊆ [v n , a n + n ) such that
We have for the same polynomial P , that
Let P (t) = a n + n −1 l=v n p l t l . By Lemma 16, for any z ∈ λ 1 (A) we have that where U N is the unit ball of the N -th seminorm and δ j (V , U ) stands for the j -th Kolmogorov diameter, i.e. the infimum of all δ > 0 such that with some at most j -dimensional subspace F ⊂ X we have V ⊆ δU + F . It can be shown that α-nuclearity is a topological invariant for power series spaces (see [8, 9.3 
.2]).
A 
